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ABOUT US 
 
KTS TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES is a fast growing and trusted name in terms of providing 
multifarious telecommunications solutions in New South Wales. It is a dynamic service provider 
having its headquarters strategically located in western Sydney and caters the 
telecommunications service requirements of vast number of corporations, small business and 
even ordinary households. 
 
The Mission of KTS TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES is “To provide a responsive and 
dependable telecommunications solutions to address the diverse customer requirements” 
which is anchored on the established company Vision that is “To be the leading 
telecommunications solutions provider in Australia” 
 
The company has a team of professional, dedicated and highly technical engineers and 
installers specialized in installation, repair and maintenance of commercial and domestic 
telephone data and coaxial CCTV Cables and other related telecommunication solutions. 
 
In order to be responsive to the customer needs, the company established a 24/7 hotline where 
a team of friendly technical consultants always ready to provide assistance. 
 
For more information and enquiries, you can contact us at: 
Mobile No. +61420258645 
E-mail: ktstelecom.com.au 
              hisham_azmi_2008@hotmail.com 

 
Specialising in all telecommunication Installation, Repair of all Commercial and Domestic 

Telephone, Data and  
Coaxial CCTV Cables 

We also provide Maintenance to all customers from single dwelling to Multi Dwelling buildings. 
We are dealing with the following Phone and Internet Service Providers. They are contacting us 

and  
trusting KTS Telecommunications Services for any customers requirements internal cabling ,  
configuration requirements or advice related to their internet and phone problems such as: 

 
Telstra     Optus    TPG    Dodo    iPrimus 

Belong    MyNetFone    Internode    IINet    next telecom 
 



KTS Management had a wealth of experience within telecommunication industry, a total of 25 
years experience  

working on all forms of projects abroad and across NSW.  
Our professional engineers ensure uncompromised approach a personal and professional 

services which 
allows for a guaranteed first rate technical services regardless of the size or scope of the works. 
All Technicians are experienced and a holder of pre-qualifications and are accredited with the 

relevant Authorities  
they are licensed telecommunications and network engineer.  

 
Our Expert Technicians are always available 24/7 to help with all Phones, data, Internet at the 

time convenient  
to you. We are also offering Maintenance to all big companies with PABX and Data System. 

 
Our Professional Technician and Network Engineers will contact you and set time that suite you 

provide a free  
no obligation quotation and provide exceptional quality Services. 

They will come to you at your home or office within 24 hours 
Troubleshoot, repair and perform installation of telecommunication services such as  

Telephone  (Multi Key, PABX, EPABX, Internet, Data and Coaxial CCTV cables 
We guarantee our work and good prices offered to our customers. 

 
No Commitment quote will be given to you?  

 
 

We are concentrating in Sydney Areas only to give our customers a better service. 
Our Nationwide coverage will be operating at the start of next year. It will be available soon, 

preparing  
all our engineers to a better future. 

 

 


